Intracranial Aneurysm: Diagnostic Monitoring, Current Interventional Practices, and Advances.
Cerebral aneurysms are commonly diagnosed incidentally with non-invasive neuro-imaging modalities (i.e., brain MRA and/or head CTA). The first decision to be made in the management of patients with unruptured cerebral aneurysms is to determine if the aneurysm should undergo treatment as any intervention carries a risk of morbidity and mortality. The multiple risk factors that are associated with increased risk of aneurysm rupture should be evaluated (size, shape, and location of aneurysm; history of hypertension and cigarette smoking and family history of cerebral aneurysms). With the advent and rapid evolution of less traumatic neuro-endovascular surgery techniques in the past two decades, many more patients are undergoing treatment of cerebral aneurysms. The neuro-endovascular surgeon has multiple options for the treatment of aneurysms including coiling, with or without balloon/stent assistance, and flow diversion. A number of intrasaccular devices for the neuro-endovascular treatment of cerebral aneurysms are being evaluated. The percentage of patients with cerebral aneurysms treated with craniotomy and clip ligation is decreasing. This is controversial as it has direct impact in neurosurgical training and the aneurysms that are usually recommended for microsurgical clipping are the ones with challenging anatomy that cannot be treated safely with endovascular approaches. The best outcomes are achieved with management by experienced, high-volume practitioners at specialized cerebrovascular treatment centers that consist of individuals with dedicated training in neuro-endovascular surgery as well as individuals trained in open cerebrovascular neurosurgery.